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      ArcGIS Enterprise 11.1 Issues Addressed List 

 

ArcGIS Data Store 

Top 

BUG-000139271 The changenosqldslocation utility tool does not honor locations if set to a network share. 

BUG-000150069 Scene layers fail to publish after changing the tile cache data store to cluster mode. 

ENH-000152740 Add a timestamp to the db log in ArcGIS Data Store. 

 

ArcGIS Enterprise Portal 

Analysis 

Top 

BUG-000136857 
Running a custom web tool in Map Viewer with a synchronous execution mode runs 
indefinitely. 

BUG-000141865 
The Spatial Analysis tools stop working when you install ArcGIS Pro and ArcGIS Data 
Interoperability extension on the same machine as ArcGIS Enterprise. 

BUG-000156820 
When summarizing lines and polygons using Summarize Within and Summarize Nearby, the 
summary statistics should not have intermediary rounding. 

ENH-000156819 
Support setting the spatial reference of the output of Create Viewshed, Create Watershed, and 
Trace Downstream tools. 

 

ArcGIS Dashboards 

Top 

BUG-000139520 
The ArcGIS Dashboards category selector does not work on a hosted feature layer with points 
using the heat map symbology. 

BUG-000150228  In ArcGIS Dashboards, the Browse Features option is missing when Clustering is enabled.  

BUG-000151187  
The ArcGIS Dashboards Category selector filter does not find all cases of a substring when 
filtering categories.  

BUG-000151969  
Filter actions from category selectors that target a map service no longer send query requests 
to the map service in ArcGIS Enterprise.  

ENH-000116157  Provide the ability to enable filtering on the List widget in ArcGIS Dashboards. 

ENH-000134450  Provide the ability in ArcGIS Dashboards to reset dashboards, including selectors and map. 

ENH-000152177  
In ArcGIS Dashboards, allow pop-ups for referenced feature services to display attachment 
previews.  
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ArcGIS Experience Builder 

Top 

BUG-000134729 
The ArcGIS Survey123 survey embedded in an ArcGIS Experience Builder project does not stay 
on the 'thank you' screen when the survey is submitted. 

BUG-000136690 
The automatically submitted Survey123 forms reload in the Survey123 widget in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000136980 URL links are not live in the Table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000139624 
Expanding the Map widget with the Fullscreen tool sends it behind other widgets in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder on iOS device. 

BUG-000139635 
The City GeoHub template in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not load in ArcGIS Enterprise 
10.8.1 when launched. 

BUG-000140037 
The web map's Search widget from one page stays visible on another page when clicked prior 
to switching pages in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141100 The 'Zoom to' functionality does not work with grouped layers in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000141894 
The Embed widget does not allow the users to embed public or secure web apps or ArcGIS 
Dashboards from within their own organization. 

BUG-000143756 
The error message, "Page Unresponsive" is returned in ArcGIS Experience Builder when trying 
to style the Chart widget that is small sizes. 

BUG-000144354 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Chart widget displays the field name instead of the alias 
when hovering over data. 

BUG-000145682  
When using the full-screen tool in the Map widget in an ArcGIS Experience Builder experience 
on a mobile device, the user is unable to do anything and does not receive feedback on the 
map until the browser is refreshed. 

BUG-000146013 
ArcGIS Experience Builder pages cannot be refreshed if the page name contains a period (full 
stop). 

BUG-000146185 
ArcGIS Experience Builder in an edit mode is unable to select data for the list using a 1366x768 
px monitor. 

BUG-000146252 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Map Layers widget redirects to the layer's REST endpoint 
instead of the item details page when the 'View layer details' option for the widget is enabled 
and clicked. 

BUG-000146851 
When using ArcGIS Experience Builder within ArcGIS Enterprise, the ArcGIS Online templates 
do not load. 

BUG-000147945 
Unable to save an existing app as a new copy in ArcGIS Experience Builder unless a change is 
made to the app or the browser window is resized. 

BUG-000148021 
In the ArcGIS Experience Builder Edit widget, the snapping tool window is cut off from the 
screen and makes it difficult to edit features. 

BUG-000148336 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Date fields display the time in epoch format when used as a 
custom header for the result. 

BUG-000148393 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Map widget Select tool requires a selection to be performed 
twice to register in the Query widget as selected features. 

BUG-000148625 
ArcGIS Experience Builder Developer Edition v1.8 accesses ArcGIS JavaScript API libraries which 
are deprecated on July 2021. 
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BUG-000148719 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the theme colors of the experience do not apply to the Edit 
widget. The widget has a light theme outside of the Map widget but has a dark theme on top 
of the Map widget. 

BUG-000148813 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Edit widget's 'Create features' and 'Edit features' sections 
remain even though these capabilities have been disabled in the widget's layer configuration. 

BUG-000149020 
Adding a Dynamic Image widget to a view that is linked to a List widget button prevents items 
from being selected in the List widget if it is filtered by a 'contains' SQL Expression. 

BUG-000149073 
Selecting a feature from the List widget zooms to the north of the actual location on the map 
in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000149257 Unable to use the data inside the subgroups in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Filter widget. 

BUG-000149283 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Table widget reloads every time an edit is made and loses the 
position that the table was scrolled to initially. 

BUG-000149720 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the List and Image widgets do not show the option to 
dynamically display feature service attachments when the service is published using ArcMap. 

BUG-000149879 Unable to export certain fields only from the Table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000150229 
The Search widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder zooms to the wrong location when a custom 
zoom scale is set. 

BUG-000150392 
Unable to pass a field or question from the Survey widget to another window in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000150412 
The Web Map zooms to an incorrect location when using the List widget actions with a custom 
zoom scale and a custom projection layer in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

BUG-000150780 
After selecting an editable layer in the Map widget using the Edit Widget, non-editable map 
services are allowed to be highlighted in the ArcGIS Experience Builder. Then a [Map Service 
Name]-highlight layer is added to the Edit Widget. 

BUG-000151102 

In ArcGIS Experience Builder, when a SQL Expression is made for the Filter widget that is 
configured to show a drop-down list of options which can have multiple selections based on 
what was previously selected in the filter expression, only one value is allowed to be selected 
rather than multiple. 

BUG-000151229 

The Measure tool in the ArcGIS Experience Builder web map does not display the 'Start to 
measure' message or the New Measure button when initially changing between the Line 
Measure and Polygon Measure tabs, and does not display measurement information when 
changing back. 

BUG-000151427 ArcGIS Experience Builder is unable to display data that are in nested groups. 

BUG-000151512 
Adding more than one feature using the Edit widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder does not 
return back to the general widget page. 

BUG-000151525 
The Chart widget is unable to display the graphs or values when selecting a ST_Length (shape) 
field under the category field dropdown list in ArcGIS Experience Builder Developer Edition 1.9. 

BUG-000151594 
In ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Widget Controller widget is unresponsive when placed at the 
bottom portion of the screen for a small device layout. 

BUG-000151855 
Expanding the Map widget with the Fullscreen tool sends it behind other widgets in ArcGIS 
Experience Builder. 

BUG-000152554 
The data of the second sheet in the Table widget of ArcGIS Experience Builder does not load 
for the first time. 

BUG-000152670 
Map element in ArcGIS Experience Builder queries the map service sublayers individually 
instead of the map service as a whole. 
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BUG-000152803 
ArcGIS Experience Builder changes the selected query dates to UTC from local time when using 
the Query widget on a Date field. 

BUG-000153619 Map tools do not automatically close when switching to a new page. 

BUG-000153650 
The content embedded using code in the ArcGIS Experience Builder Embed widget is not 
loading. 

BUG-000153727 
The ArcGIS Experience Builder Search widget does not show suggestions in the published 
application. 

BUG-000153765 
Page elements in a Card within a Widget Controller cannot be edited if it is contained in certain 
layout elements 

BUG-000153887 
When using 3D data in ArcGIS Experience Builder, the Filter widget does not honor any SQL 
expression for any field type. 

BUG-000153893 
The Coordinates widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder matches the Well-Known ID (WKID) with 
the datum, while the Coordinate widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder matches the Well-Known ID 
(WKID) with the datum transformation (referenced in the developer documentation). 

BUG-000154008 Custom widgets with translations do not work in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000135572 
Allow users to disable auto-refresh after submitting a survey in the Survey123 Widget for 
Experience Builder. 

ENH-000138949 
Provide the ability to choose a color to highlight and broaden up the ArcGIS Experience Builder 
Query Widget output features. 

ENH-000140277 Enhance the coordinates of the cursor to update as it moves across a map. 

ENH-000140740 Add a Time Slider Widget for Temporal data in Experience Builder. 

ENH-000142818 
Change error message display in ArcGIS Experience Builder for when device operating system 
is not compatible. 

ENH-000144449 

Provide the ability to toggle labels on/off for layers (hosted and GIS Server services) via the 
Map Layers widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder, in the manner akin to how hosted feature 
services can already be toggled (via the Layer List menu ∙∙∙ hide labels /show labels buttons) in 
ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

ENH-000145065 
Provide the ability to add an option where the fill is transparent, and the selection color is 
applied only to the outline of the selected feature. 

ENH-000145105 Increase record export limit for the Table widget in ArcGIS Experience Builder. 

ENH-000145727 
Provide the ability to configure layer and legend visibility in Experience Builder Section Views 
instead of inheriting the visibility from the web map. 

ENH-000156839 Support the ability to export and import ArcGIS Experience Builder applications into groups. 

 

ArcGIS Web AppBuilder 

Top 

BUG-000118492 
The pop-up windows of selected features from the Query widget are shown in the wrong 
location in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

BUG-000119846 
The Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS application fails to print when the Basemap Gallery widget is 
used to toggle between Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) basemaps using the non-Web Mercator 
(Auxiliary Sphere) projection. 
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BUG-000120210 
The Query widget in the Web AppBuilder for ArcGIS application does not honor Arcade 
expressions configured in the pop-up setting for a web map feature layer even when the 
option to use the web map layer pop-up configuration is checked for the Query widget. 

BUG-000127194 
In ArcGIS Web AppBuilder, the hyperlink in an attribute table is not shown when it is 
configured using the attribute expression. The hyperlink is shown in the pop-up window. 

BUG-000129166 
The GUID field is not populated consistently with a value when creating a related record using 
the Edit widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. Only the first edit to the related table or feature is 
populated. 

BUG-000138071 
The Info Summary widget does not update with consecutive updates to the Group Filter 
parameter. 

BUG-000141885 
The ArcGIS Web AppBuilder application shows blank values in the attribute table if a domain is 
removed from the feature layer. 

BUG-000142090 
Unable to add a related record using the Edit widget for a feature layer having a one-to-many 
relationship. 

BUG-000143687 
The basemap with a projection other than WGS84 is not displayed in the Basemap Gallery 
widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder but is viewable in the web map, although the initial web map 
of the basemap is the same projection. 

BUG-000145267 
In ArcGIS Web AppBuilder, the Edit widget fails to add related features to the original features 
after adding the first feature with related records. 

BUG-000147383 
When coded value domains and associated subtypes in a hosted feature layer are edited in 
ArcGIS Web AppBuilder using the Edit widget, amending the coded value field does not display 
the correct subtype values in the drop-down. 

BUG-000148304 Domain decimal values get truncated by the Filter widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

BUG-000151116 
Some of the Western Australia's spatial reference Well-Known IDs (WKIDs) are not recognized 
as valid in the ArcGIS Web AppBuilder Print widget. 

BUG-000151592 
All records in a non-spatial related table are exported to CSV files when using the Attribute 
Table widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder. 

BUG-000153637 The Print widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder prompts for credentials. 

BUG-000153669 
The Search widget in ArcGIS Web AppBuilder only displays results starting with the text written 
in the search string/field. 

Distributed Collaboration 

Top 

BUG-000148663 Custom Web AppBuilder Icons are not displayed in collaboration peer. 

BUG-000149225 
When sharing a web map that contains a Hosted Feature Layer with related tables in a 
Distributed Collaboration as copies, the tables are referenced. 

BUG-000149716 
Distributed Collaboration sync fails when the feature service is referencing a protected default 
version. 

BUG-000150727 
Distributed Collaboration workspace table is not showing 10 of 10 results when using Chrome 
with maximum window. 

BUG-000151824 
When a guest leaves a distributed collaboration, the configSync job is not deleted and 
continues to be triggered. 

ENH-000148099 
Provide the ability to share ArcGIS Experience Builder applications via Distributed 
Collaboration. 
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ENH-000156828 
Improve task result message in the Distributed Collaboration sync status when 
synchronizeReplica request fails. 

 

Home Application 

Top 

BUG-000132911 
The updateAdminAccount REST API endpoint presents the error message, "failed to update 
admin account '', even though the operation successfully updates the account used to connect 
to the portal's underlying database. 

BUG-000141104 
Sign in dialog displays on the Enterprise portal Organization Settings page when the 
organization is configured to use a public routing utility service that is hosted in another 
organization. 

BUG-000142054 
When searching for a member username within a group in the Enterprise portal, results are 
not returned. 

BUG-000143244 
When an administrator adds an item from a user to a group, and the item is already shared 
with another group, the item is not shared to the second group. 

BUG-000143828 
On the Content tab for a group, the ‘Add items to group’ button is not available to all group 
members, despite enabling the setting to allow contributions from all group members.  

BUG-000144062 
When adding an expression to a filter, the 'in the last' and 'not in the last' operators are not 
available even if a date field is selected. 

BUG-000146846 
In ArcGIS Enterprise, the ArcGIS Online geometry service is used, although a custom one is 
configured. 

BUG-000146923 
Portal administrators are unable to share private items owned by another user to a group that 
is also owned by the user. 

BUG-000147523 In Portal for ArcGIS, the allowedProxyHosts list cannot contain a space character. 

BUG-000149149 
Setting virtualDirsSecurityEnabled to 'true' prevents the token or authentication from passing 
to a new tab in a web browser logged in to a federated ArcGIS Server site. 

BUG-000149728 
An administrator is unable to find their own username to add themselves to a group in the 
Enterprise portal when there are multiple users with a similar name. 

BUG-000149822 
When Integrated Windows Authentication is used for Portal for ArcGIS, the Category Gallery 
and Portfolio apps return a 401 Unauthorized Error in response to the requests for 
webapp.manifest and manifest.json respectively. 

BUG-000150947 
Administrators are unable to share items with groups in which both they and the content 
owner are members. 

BUG-000152788 
Cannot assign the ArcGIS StreetMap Premium for ArcGIS Runtime add-on license to named 
users with an ArcGIS Runtime Lite or Basic license. 

BUG-000156824 
Solutions and Deep Learning Studio apps do not display in app launcher when opened from the 
Map Viewer or Instant Apps. 

BUG-000156825 
Members assigned a custom role with the privilege to share to public but not the organization 
will encounter an incorrect error when attempting to change the share level to owner. 

ENH-000086349 Identify which portal members are no longer domain users. 

ENH-000136869 Add capability for Group Managers to add content to their group from the Content page. 

ENH-000149196 
Allow the ' (apostrophe or single quote) in Category names and consequently also in 
Filter/Search fields in combination with categories. 
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ENH-000150298 Provide a HTML view of Portal for ArcGIS’s System Properties. 

ENH-000156826 
Add the ability to preview sublayers, tables and fields within a feature layer via the content 
browsing pages in the Enterprise portal. 

ENH-000156827 
Add the ability to revert the field settings on a hosted feature layer view to the field settings 
configured on the source hosted feature layer. 

ENH-000156840 Provide a Portal Administration API to return the Portal for ArcGIS version. 

 

Map Viewer 

Top 

BUG-000148609 
In the Enterprise portal Map Viewer, the filter query fails with the German filter condition, 
enthält. 

BUG-000148799 
When a feature class with default values for a field is shared as a web layer to ArcGIS 
Enterprise, the default values are not visible in the Map Viewer’s editing template 

BUG-000149677 
The date field is unavailable while filtering a map image layer in the Enterprise portal Map 
Viewer. 

BUG-000152627 
The Natural Landscape 1 style in the sketch symbology does not load in the Enterprise portal 
Map Viewer. 

BUG-000156832 Zooming to a Sketch layer in Map Viewer goes to full map extent. 

ENH-000156829 Integrate new Arcade editor into Map Viewer. 

ENH-000156830 Add ability to configure settings for multidimensional imagery layers in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000156831 Support assigning categories when saving a map in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000156833 Show Sketch preview in Map Viewer's layer properties. 

ENH-000156834 Add ability to soften edges of a heat map. 

ENH-000156835 Support discovering and removing utility network traces in Map Viewer. 

ENH-000156836 Support additional smart mapping styles for Map Image layers. 

ENH-000156837 Support Vector Symbology for Lines and Polygons in Enterprise Portal Map Viewer. 

ENH-000156838 Add Charts and Charts and Size renderers in Enterprise Portal Map Viewer. 

 

Scene Viewer 

Top 

BUG-000137930 Scene Viewer fails to display related records in Portal for ArcGIS. 

ENH-000146868 For the ESRI Daylight widget, provide an option for daytime slider to use 24:00 hours notation. 
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ArcGIS GeoEvent Server 

Top 

BUG-000124967 
The GeoJSON adapter fails while processing massive blocks of data, even though the GeoJSON 
feature records contain all the required fields. 

BUG-000127111 
In ArcGIS GeoEvent Server 10.7.1, the Update a Feature output connector allows a reserved 
PostgreSQL field name (for example, limit) to be used which causes the service publication to 
fail. 

BUG-000133766 
When an ArcGIS GeoEvent Server input in a client disconnects and reconnects due to 
WebSocket inactivity, the GeoEvent Server process leaks thread resources and RAM. 

BUG-000133872  
When an external server’s WebSocket disconnects, the ArcGIS GeoEvent Server input logs an 
error, but in GeoEvent Manager the input appears to be still running. 

BUG-000142170 
Configuring multiple GeoTagger Processors on a single input in a GeoEvent Service breaks the 
ArcGIS GeoEvent Gateway service. 

BUG-000145527 ArcGIS GeoEvent Server exposes a used WebServer name/version on an invalid request. 

BUG-000153272  
After updating to ArcGIS Server 10.9.1 Security 2022 Update 2 Patch, the Site page in ArcGIS 
GeoEvent Server Manager persistently expires. 

BUG-000154054  
A spatiotemporal data store export to an Amazon S3 bucket fails with the 
AmazonServiceException. 

BUG-000154271  
Entered evaluations are appearing twice on the first observed event record using the 
GeoTagger Processor. 

BUG-000154397  The stream service WHERE clause is not honored for geofence synchronization. 

BUG-000154399  The stream service geofence synchronization fails with the 1=1 WHERE clause. 

BUG-000154405 
The geofence synchronization WHERE clause is ignored when the start and end time extent 
properties are set. 

BUG-000154406 The Choice element does not honor the enter or exit spatial conditions. 

ENH-000142598 
ArcGIS GeoEvent Server does not ingest non-English characters (for example - Korean language 
characteres) when an external system is sending JSON data to an input connector and is 
posted with Content-Type: application/json header. 

 

ArcGIS Mission 

Top 

BUG-000152619 
ArcGIS Mission Server fails to start when installed on Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) or 
CentOS running in the Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) mode. 

ENH-000150169 
Allow showing the phone number and call-sign of a team member in addition to the profile 
name and surname. 

ENH-000151477 
On the Display System - Properties within Mission Server Admin-Interface, show one value per 
line instead of just one single line, similar to what is done for ArcGIS Server Admin-Interface. 

ENH-000151642 Enhance ArcGIS Mission Server 11.0 Admin Directory to include a Change Password option. 

ENH-000151749 Enhance ArcGIS Mission Server to remove restricted Password Policy in the utility tools. 
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ArcGIS Notebook Server 

Top 

BUG-000147927 
Update the documentation on ArcGIS Notebook Server's system requirements to include the 
requirement of CPU with Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) support when using runtimes or 
images with TensorFlow version above 1.5. 

BUG-000153306 
The Data Visualization: Construction permits, part 1/2 sample notebook has a typo displaying 
'otal' instead of 'total' when the sample notebook is previewed in ArcGIS Notebooks. 

BUG-000156794 
For web tools created with a title in Japanese, an error "Task name not found in notebook 
item" is returned. 

BUG-000156796 
For the Bulgarian locale, invalid characters are displayed on the Configure ArcGIS Notebook 
Server page. 

BUG-000156799 Unable to delete non-empty folders from the workspace directory located at /arcgis/home. 

BUG-000156801 
The tensorflow-gpu Python library does not recognize GPU devices in an advanced Notebook 
environment with GPU support. 

BUG-000156807 
When adding an *.ipynb file as a notebook item, the notebook environment selected on the 
"New item" dialog is not preserved. 

BUG-000156808 
Overwriting a notebook web tool from the notebook editor does not update the title or 
description for the web tool item. 

BUG-000156810 Notebook task names that include spaces are not saved correctly. 

BUG-000156811 
In the "Manage active containers" dialog, notebook container uptime resets to 0 hours after 24 
hours. 

ENH-000126087 Enable ArcGIS Notebook Server to support configuration with a forward proxy server. 

ENH-000156795 Support ArcGIS Notebook Server on Ubuntu 22.04 and Rocky Linux 8 operating systems. 

ENH-000156797 Include azure-core and azure-storage-blob Python libraries into ArcGIS Notebook Runtime 8.0. 

ENH-000156798 Add support for Windows containers with ArcGIS Notebook Server on Windows Server 2022. 

ENH-000156800 
Show a progress indicator in the postinstallation utility when installing Notebook container 
images. 

ENH-000156802 Show a progress indicator when Notebooks are opened in the Notebook Editor.  

ENH-000156803 
Add a "Run web tools" privilege that allows non-notebook users to consume web tools 
published from Notebooks. 

ENH-000156804 
On the item details page of Notebook web tools, provide a preview of the notebook used for 
the web tool. 

ENH-000156805 
In Notebook Server Manager, provide a status message that updating system properties will 
result in a restart of the Notebook Server. 

ENH-000156806 On the Notebook landing page, stay on the current page after a notebook item is deleted. 

ENH-000156809 Allow portal members to create and manage notebook code snippets in the notebook editor. 

ENH-000156812 Add support for searching code snippets in the Notebook editor. 

ENH-000156813 Provide a user experience for creating and editing webhooks for Notebooks. 
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ArcGIS Server 
 

ArcGIS Workflow Manager 

Top 

BUG-000144092 
An unexpected error message is returned in the ArcGIS Server logs when exporting a file from 
a job attachment in Workflow Manager. 

BUG-000150060 
The geoprocessing service step with the Visible At Runtime option checked fails in ArcGIS 
Workflow Manager with a multiple-machine site setup. 

BUG-000151230 
Within the ArcGIS Workflow Manager web app, the update extended properties in the Job 
panel triggers a reloading state, and the refreshing process does not complete. 

BUG-000151231 Within the ArcGIS Workflow Manager Server, the Run Pro GP Tool parameters are not saved. 

Azure 

Top 

BUG-000152771 
Unable to create a multitiered ArcGIS Enterprise 11.0 deployment using Cloud Builder for 
Microsoft Azure. 

BUG-000153178 
Unable to add additional ArcGIS Server machine for ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 deployment using 
Cloud Builder for Microsoft Azure. 

Disaster Recovery 

Top 

BUG-000135704 
After configuring a backup location to a UNC path, followed by running webgisdr export and 
import operations, subsequent webgisdr export operations fail to create relational data store 
backup files. 

BUG-000146428 
Importing an ArcGIS Server site using the webgisdr tool returns an error related to the app 
server. 

BUG-000150191 Services fail to restore if the SOAP catalog URL cannot be accessed during importSite. 

BUG-000150938 The webgisdr tool returns pseudo-localized messages on non-English operating systems. 

BUG-000152796 
When an ArcGIS Server site import fails while using the webgisdr tool due to BUG-000146428, 
the site is not returned to a functional state. 

BUG-000153213 Discrepancy between execution time and file name after running the webgisdr tool. 

BUG-000153494 
The webgisdr tool fails for ArcGIS Enterprise 11 with the error message, "Cannot get the Web 
GIS configuration. Exiting the WebGIS DR utility" if the administrative URL ends with any 
character in the word 'admin'. 

BUG-000154194 
Service creation in a single folder can cause failure to create services on high specification 
machines in an ArcGIS Server site. 

BUG-000156961 
If any component fails, the exit status of the webgisdr tool is a 0, indicating a successful backup 
was created. 
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BUG-000156962 
When importing a backup to ArcGIS Server, the web server may restart causing the restore 
operation to fail. 

BUG-000156963 
Restoring to a different site using webgisdr causes a mismatch in the content directory 
connection string when using cloud storage. 

 

Enterprise Geodatabase 

Top 

BUG-000135099 
Branch versioned data owned by DBO/SDE allows standard portal users access to view and 
manage all versions via the service. 

BUG-000140761 sde.ST_AsText returns a superfluous space after the first parenthesis. 

BUG-000142873 
After adding an image attachment to a primary Postgres server in ArcGIS Pro, the image does 
not display when opening the feature class in the secondary Postgres ready-only enterprise 
geodatabase and the feature class/table is registered as archived. 

BUG-000144260 
Slow performance when reconciling a branch version in PostgreSQL when using the default 
work_mem settings. 

BUG-000147190 Asynchronous Database Cursors can cause performance impacts on SQL Server keyset cursors. 

BUG-000148934 
The symbology counts are incorrect when symbolizing an Oracle Enterprise feature service in 
ArcGIS Pro 2.9.2. 

BUG-000150808 
Archive difference (DIFF) tables should be created as global temp tables in Azure SQL 
Databases. 

BUG-000150887 
Creating an enterprise geodatabase in SAP Hana results in the imv_view_name column in the 
GDB_Table_registry table only allowing 32 characters. 

BUG-000151073 
branch version DML statements which use the gdb_ct1 or ct2 index via a scan will be blocked 
by long running transactions. 

BUG-000151341 
The Enable Feature Binning tool returns the error 999999 when calculating the sum of a field 
with large values. 

BUG-000151537 
Add forceseek index hint to delete statement in the SDE_branch_modified_def_delete 
procedure. 

BUG-000151543 branch versioning procedures, remove NOT EXISTS statements and replace with where rn > 1. 

BUG-000151544 
sde_branch_tables_modified primary cluster key should be branch_id, edit_moment, 
registration_id. 

BUG-000151589 
Create version stored procedure returns the error message: “Invalid syntax near \” while 
creating and deleting versions from SQL Server using Operating System (OS) Authenticated 
users for ArcGIS Enterprise geodatabase version 10.7.x or higher. 

BUG-000151624 
Add maxdop 1 to all branch versioned queries which do not have a spatial or attribute 
provided query filter. 

BUG-000151804 
sde_purge_process_information procedure and delete statement can become blocked by 
uncommitted transactions on sys.objects. 

BUG-000151822 Slow performance when viewing utility network associations in an Oracle database. 

BUG-000152047 
Optimize Oracle branch version spatial query to use DBMS Rowid instead of 
GDB_ARCHIVE_OID when joining to the analytic subquery. 

BUG-000152124 Slow query when expanding associated data in Attributes pane. 
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BUG-000154011 
Oracle: When executing multiple updates against the same record in SQL allow tracking edits 
in the Archive Class ONLY. 

BUG-000154805 
Some numeric/double type values are rounded when copied/pasted imported into 
PostgreSQL. 

ENH-000148704 Unable to enable enterprise geodatabase on Azure Database for PostgreSQL flexible server. 

ENH-000149096 Support/Build ST_Geometry with PostgreSQL version 14. 

ENH-000149263 Support OCIStmtPrepare2() for ArcGIS Server with an Oracle database. 

 

Feature Services 

Top 

BUG-000126139 

Unable to configure layer-level access control through a server object interceptor (SOI) for 
utility network layers. When the ArcGIS Server REST handler is configured to disable caching of 
all layer resources included in a utility network service, the utility network layer becomes 
inaccessible from ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146187 
When a feature class in a geodatabase has fields with defined default values, and the user 
publishes a feature layer, the resulting feature templates in the feature service do not have 
any default values. 

BUG-000153164 
The applyEdits operation fails on referenced feature layers with negative values in the field 
used for the subtype. 

BUG-000156842 Replica sync versions should not be able to be deleted when active offline maps still exist. 

BUG-000156843 
CreateReplica with option to include Utility Network system information may error with 
"dataset name is invalid" in some cases. 

BUG-000157117 
Webhooks fail to trigger when attachments are modified using addAttachment, 
updateAttachment, and deleteAttachments operations. 

 

GeoAnalytics 

Top 

ENH-000134890 
Add support to GeoAnalytics Server for configuring a cloud store with an Azure Data Lake 
Gen2. 

ENH-000156007 
Add documentation to state that some optimizations are not available through the 
runpythonscript for GeoAnalytics Server 

 

Geoprocessing Services 

Top 

BUG-000134043 
The web tool published from ArcGIS Pro with the 'View output in map image layer' option fails 
to return an output through ArcGIS Server REST API when the output is set as 'Feature Layer' in 
the tool. 
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BUG-000137332 
The custom Python environment configuration for a geoprocessing service is not respected, 
and the default Python environment is used instead. 

BUG-000145220  
An ArcPy toolbox script with out-of-ASCII-range unicode characters fails to publish to ArcGIS 
Enterprise. 

BUG-000147411 
The embedded file path in the geoprocessing tool is corrupted after publishing to ArcGIS 
Server 10.9.1 as referenced, and the error message, "SyntaxError: EOL while scanning string 
literal" is returned. 

BUG-000149899 
Misleading analyzer error message and behavior publishing a geoprocessing service when the 
parameters are different between client and server.  

BUG-000150063 
Geoprocessing services published from ArcGIS Pro with raster input and the output, show a 
blank page for the "Job Result Map Service" due to missing results.msd 

BUG-000150924 
Overwriting an existing geoprocessing service does not show the configured values of the 
service. 

ENH-000142399 Provide the option for “Feature Service Output” in the CreateGPSDDraft ArcPy function. 

 

GIS Server 

Top 

BUG-000128912 
The usage report from ArcGIS Server Statistics does not generate an accurate result if instances 
in use reach the maximum number of instances under the ServiceRunningInstancesMax 
metric. 

BUG-000144639 
Allowing any option under the administrative privilege (for example, manage license, assign 
member) to a custom role grants privileges to view all the hosted content from the ArcGIS 
Server REST endpoint even when the privilege to view all content is not granted. 

BUG-000147017 Usage statistics are not captured for a hosted feature layer in ArcGIS Enterprise. 

BUG-000156823 
When a custom role has an administrative privilege and a publisher privilege, but not "Publish 
server-based layers" and "Publish web tools" privileges, a user with this role can erroneously 
publish server-based layers and geoprocessing service from ArcGIS Server Manager. 

BUG-000156960 
The operational health script fails when a graph store or spatiotemporal data store is 
registered. 

ENH-000128336 
Provide the ability to restrict users from registering data with ArcGIS Server without restricting 
publishing capability. 

ENH-000156822 
During an ArcGIS Server upgrade, create a report of services that were automatically migrated 
from ArcMap Runtime to ArcGIS Pro Runtime. 

 

High Availability 

Top 

BUG-000156964 Join site fails if the primary machine is using a non-default Web Server certificate. 
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Linux 

Top 

BUG-000141964 

The link containing the typographical error, "ttps://gisupdates.esri.com/QFE/S-1081-P-
653/ArcGIS-1081-S-ALPI-Patch.msp" appears four times in 
https://downloads.esri.com/patch_notification/patches.json called by the patchnotification 
utility. 

BUG-000152724 The ArcGIS Notebook Server patch notification tool does not identify available patches. 

BUG-000156814 ArcGIS Server stops working if the fontcache directory grows and runs out of inodes. 

BUG-000156815 
Publishing a scene service by referencing a data folder fails when sharing a multi-patch scene 
layer to Linux portals. 

 

Manager 

Top 

BUG-000151140 
When the Firefox display language is configured to Spanish (Argentina), Server Manager 
mistakenly displays in Arabic. 

BUG-000151470 
When the machine name for ArcGIS Server contains many characters, the Job Information 
panel does not display. 

 

Publishing 

Top 

BUG-000147992 
Bulk publishing to a user-managed data store within the ArcGIS Enterprise Portal does not pick 
up the time zone from the referenced database. 

BUG-000151485 
Uploading a CSV as a file and publishing it as a table in Portal for ArcGIS creates a spatial 
feature layer if the table includes a string field with a leading number and a letter. 

BUG-000154986 
Creating hosting services with GeoJSON returns the error, "ERROR 160277" when the first text 
field length is shorter than the text field of the next records. 

 

Security 

Top 

BUG-000124869 
The default self-signed certificate cannot be deleted, even if it is not designated as the web 
server SSL certificate. 

BUG-000150662 
The default self-signed certificate cannot be deleted, even if it is not designated as the web 
server SSL certificate. 

ENH-000142424 
For OpenID Connect configurations, support the use of a customer defined attribute for the 
account username. 
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ENH-000149955 
When only OpenID Connect logins are enabled, automatically redirect from the ArcGIS Sign in 
page to the OpenID Connect provider's login page. 

ENH-000156845 For SAML logins, enable signed requests and encrypted assertions by default. 

 

ArcGIS Web Adaptor 

Top 

BUG-000153146 Path traversal attack vulnerability in ArcGIS Server Web Adaptor. 

ENH-000156816 Enhance the ArcGIS Web Adaptor (IIS) Windows to take advantage of .NET 6.0 Framework. 

 

Documentation 

Top 

BUG-000141615 
Include information on setting the ARCGISHOME variable when configuring Python 3 runtime 
for ArcGIS Server on Linux in our documentation. 

BUG-000144048 
Update the Distributed Collaboration FAQ to indicate that Esri System owned content will not 
be shared through a collaboration. 

BUG-000150868 
Drawing issues with hosted feature services in ArcGIS Enterprise when the basemap uses 
WGS84, but the feature service uses a transformation missing from the hosting server. 

BUG-000151344 
The ArcGIS REST API reference documentation for virtualDirsSecurityEnabled does not convey 
a clear application of use. 

BUG-000153371 
The 'Data sources for ArcGIS Server' documentation states that the publisher and site 
referencing different folders scenario must not be used when publishing to a federated server 
from ArcGIS Pro. 

 

Installations and Upgrades 

Top 

BUG-000127216 
The Portal for ArcGIS 10.7.1 upgrade fails at the Continue Upgrade stage if the Navigator Maps 
group owner is changed prior to the upgrade. 

BUG-000152888 
Error, "Upgrade failed. Failed to update configuration settings" upon upgrading the Portal for 
ArcGIS. 

BUG-000156821 
When extracting content during a Portal for ArcGIS upgrade, the process can fail due to the 
presence of the Thumbs.db files in the Portal for ArcGIS content. 

 


